Idiopathic ocular neuromyotonia: a neurovascular compression syndrome?
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Abstract

Ocular neuromyotonia in the muscles innervated by the right oculomotor nerve was diagnosed in a patient without a history of radiation therapy. Electromyography of the levator palpebrae showed continuous motor unit activity. Brain MRI disclosed a close contact between the right third cranial nerve and a basilar artery dolichoectasia. The patient partly benefited from carbamazepine therapy. This unique finding suggests that neurovascular compression syndrome could be an hitherto unrecognised cause of ocular neuromyotonia.
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Ocular neuromyotonia is a rare paroxysmal involuntary contraction of one or more ocular motor muscles resulting in paroxysmal diplopia and strabismus. Among 29 patients reported in the literature, 16 had received radiation therapy to the parasellar and sellar regions. In seven cases, ocular neuromyotonia resulted from compressive lesions such as a clivus chordoma, a suprachiasmatic carotid aneurysym, a Paget bone dystrophy, a mycormycosis of the cavernous sinus, arachnoiditis, and Graves’ disease. In the six remaining patients, no lesion was found. We document with EMG and MRI a unique case of neurovascular compression syndrome associated with idiopathic ocular neuromyotonia.

Case report

A 67 year old man presented with a 1 month history of episodic diplopia. He reported spells of horizontal or oblique double vision that occurred spontaneously five or six times a day, lasting less than 10 seconds. While complaining of diplopia, his wife noticed a transient esodeviation of the right eye. He was symptom free between attacks.

History disclosed abdominal aortic aneurysym, lumbar sympathectomy for arteriopathy, and asymptomatic 50% stenosis of the left carotid artery. There was no history of ocular motor, anisocoria, or neurological disorder and specifically there was no history of radiation treatment.

Neuro-ophthalmological examination showed normal visual acuity, visual field, and fundi. Between episodes, the patient had mild ptosis, poorly reactive miosis, and slight limitation of infraction and supraduction of the right eye. Orthopedic measurements showed a small exophoria worsening on left gaze, a right hypopophoria in primary and far up gaze, and a small right hyperphoria in far down gaze. There was no evidence of primary misdirection phenomena. Her right pupil was 2.4 mm and the left pupil was 2.8 mm diameter. Cocaine instillation resulted in a bilateral pupil dilation (RE=3.5 mm and LE=3.7 mm) ruling out oculosymathetic paresis. Ptosis and limitation of eye movements suggested a minimal right third nerve palsy. Neurological examination was otherwise normal.

Diplopic paroxysms could occur spontaneously but were often triggered by holding the eyes upwards for 20 to 30 seconds. During an attack, the right eye showed mild esotropia, marked limitation of supraduction, and infraction with lid retraction, mild limitation of abduction, and no change in the pupil size. Paroxysmal diplopia could not be triggered by hyperventilation.

Electromyography with a concentric needle (diameter=0.3 mm) was normal, showing no spontaneous activity or myotonia in the first dorsal interosseous, the deltoid, and the orbicularis oculi. However, EMG was abnormal in the right levator palpebrae, disclosing spontaneous continuous muscle unit activity, with brief bursts of motor unit potentials, firing at high frequency. Voluntary contraction of this muscle was normal and no afterdischarges were recorded.

Brain CT (GE, slice thickness=5 mm) with and without contrast enhancement did not show any brain stem lesion but disclosed a dolichoectasia of the basilar artery displaying a large right sided loop anterior to the mesencephalon. T2 MRI (Philips Gyroscan T5-NT; 0.5 tesla with head coil; TR=5000 ms, TE=450 ms, TF=69; slice thickness=1 mm) of the brain stem using fast spin echo high resolution (FSE-HR) in the plane of the third nerve was performed. It showed a contact between the loop of the dolichoectastic basilar artery and the right oculomotor nerve in the premesen-
The patient was treated with 100 mg carbamazepine daily. He subjectively reported a 50% decrease of spell frequency within a few days. However, on examination, the same paroxysms of ocular spasms could still be triggered by holding the eyes upward. Finally, carbamazepine was poorly tolerated even at the low dose and was stopped. Spell frequency then returned to its pretest level. Gabapentine (300 mg three times a day) and acetazolamide (250 mg twice a day) trials yielded no benefit. After a 1 year follow up, the patient remained medication free and still had the same eye movement disorder.

Discussion
The paroxysmal limitation of right eye movements that occurred in this patient was typical of ocular neuromyotonia affecting muscles innervated by the oculomotor nerve. Indeed, the clinical hallmark of ocular neuromyotonia is transient diplopia and strabismus that develop spontaneously and after holding eccentric gaze, due to a tonic contraction or spasm of ocular muscles. In this patient, sustained upgaze induced spasms of the levator palpebrae and superior rectus of the right eye with resulting lid retraction and limitation of infraduction. Concomitant spasms of inferior oblique, inferior rectus, and medial rectus best explained the limitation of supraduction and abduction of the same right eye. This coactivation of muscles related to the same oculomotor nerve is a frequent symptom of ocular neuromyotonia. Our case associated ocular neuromyotonia with a chronic third nerve deficit. Half of the reported cases of ocular neuromyotonia have also a chronic oculomotor nerve involvement. Involvement of pupil motility has been rarely reported in ocular neuromyotonia of the third nerve, as permanent paretic pupil dilation, rarely as transient pupil constriction occurring during the diplopia spells, and in one recent case as permanent tonic pupil.

Neuromyotonia (not limited to ocular neuromyotonia) is a syndrome of spontaneous muscle hyperactivity that can be triggered by voluntary muscle contraction, due to abnormal excitability of peripheral nerve motor axons. Neuromyotonia belongs to the syndromes of continuous motor unit activity which encompass different diseases that vary in their clinical presentation and associated electrophysiological abnormalities, but have in common sustained involuntary motor unit activity. In continuous motor unit activity, EMG shows continuous hyperactivity such as neuromyotonic and myokimic discharges and fasciculations. Continuous motor unit activity is associated with peripheral motor nerve diseases, either in a diffuse or a focal distribution. Ocular neuromyotonia is likely to be related to focal continuous motor unit activity. Indeed, in the first reported cases of ocular neuromyotonia extraocular muscle EMG showed neurogenic abnormalities. Since then, the disease has been clinically recognised without EMG investigation. In our patient, we were able to record EMG activity in the levator palpebrae, and we showed unambiguous signs of continuous motor unit activity. This result indicates that ocular neuromyotonia, at least in our case, meets diagnosis criteria for focal continuous motor unit activity.

Radiation induced plexus lesion is a well established cause of focal limb continuous motor unit activity. Many cases of ocular neuromyotonia are associated with a contact between the loop of the dolichoectatic basilar artery and the right oculomotor nerve (arrows) in the premesencephalic fossa, close to the root exit zone.
Romyotonia also occurred after cerebral radiation therapy. Prolonged continuous motor unit activity may involve other cranial nerves. Among them, hemifacial spasm usually results from neurovascular compression syndrome and recently, a case of superior oblique myokimia has also been related to a neurovascular compression. Brain MRI in our patient clearly demonstrated a close contact between dolichoectatic basilar artery loop and the third nerve, near the root exit zone. Abnormal enlargement and elongation of the basilar artery (vertebrobasilar dolichoectasia) is a well recognised finding in brain imaging studies and affects 1.7% of the population. Although we cannot rule out a coincidental finding, we suggest that it could explain the oculomotor nerve oculary neuromyotonia in our case.

Ephaptic neural transmission is the potential mechanism for hemifacial spasm, ocular neuromyotonia, and likely superior oblique neuromyokimia. In our patient, as in hemifacial spasm, this ephaptic neural transmission could originate in a segmental demyelinated portion of the nerve, where vascular compression occurs. However, hyperventilation, which may precipitate manifestations of demyelinating lesion on cranial nerves, did not trigger oculary neuromyotonia spells in our patient. On the other hand, sensitivity to carbamazepine (a membrane stabilising agent), even at low doses such as 100 mg twice a day in oculary neuromyotonia, is consistent with this concept. Our patient had decreased diplopic spell frequency with 50 mg carbamazepine twice a day. Unfortunately, the medication was poorly tolerated and had to be stopped. Other membrane stabilising agents such as gabapentin and acetazolamide were not efficient in our case.

We suggest that some idiopathic ocular neuromyotonias might be explained by vascular compression of one oculomotor nerve, which might be identified by specific MRI investigations.
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